Request to Change an Undergraduate Degree Program

Title: Curriculum in Animal Sciences - Muscle Foods Option
Curriculum Code: ANMF College: Agriculture
Dept.: Animal Sciences Date: 2/14/2008

1) List changes in degree requirements. If there are changes in course work outside offering unit, please include copy of notification.
- Move ANSC-3610 Animal Growth and Development (4 hours) from the list of “Supporting Courses” to the list of “Required Muscle Foods Courses”
- Move ANSC-2700 Value Based Analysis of Meat Animals (2 hours) and ANSC-3310 Introduction to Meat Selection and Grading (2 credit hours) from the list of “Required Muscle Foods Courses” to the list of “Supporting Courses”

Note that this is a direct swap of 4 credit hours for 4 credit hours that bolsters the required scientific component of the curriculum

2) Proposed Curriculum Model. Identify MAJOR COURSES with the designation of M in parentheses.
   See attached.

3) Provisions must be made to accommodate 6 hours of ROTC.
   No change from currently approved curriculum model.

4) Justification:
   This change adds another basic science course, that we feel all students in the option should have, to the required list and moves two of the more applied laboratory courses to the menu that students can pick and choose from. This change bolsters the basic science foundation of the option without completely removing the practical experience for these students.

5) Additional resources or resource shifting required. If none, please explain.
   None. The ANSC-3610 course is already being taught and has room to add the additional students anticipated with this change.